BLUE LAGOON

SEA SAFARI to Blue Lagoon

The warm waters are rich in minerals
like silica and sulphur and bathing in the
Blue Lagoon is reputed to help some people
suffering from skin diseases such
as psoriasis. The water temperature in the
bathing and swimming area of the lagoon
averages 37–39 °C (99–102 °F). The Blue
Lagoon also operates a research and
development facility to help find cures for
other skin ailments using the mineral-rich
water.
In 1976, a pool formed at the site from the
waste water of the geothermal power plant
that had just been built there. In 1981,
people started bathing in it after its
supposed healing powers were popularised.
In 1992, the Blue Lagoon company was
established and the bathing facility was
opened for the public. In recent years,
several cosmetics companies have begun
marketing skin care products using mud
purportedly extracted from the Blue Lagoon,
their effectiveness still subject to debate.
The rich mineral content is provided by the
underground geological layers and pushed
up to the surface by the hot water. Because
of its mineral concentration, water cannot be
recycled and must be disposed of in the
nearby landscape, a permeable lava field.
The silicate minerals is the primary cause of
that water's milky blue shade. After the
minerals have formed a deposit, the water
rein filtrates the ground, but the deposit
renders it impermeable over time, hence the
necessity for the plant to continuously dig
new ponds in the nearby lava field.

BLUE LAGOON
The Blue Lagoon in Cyprus is a sheltered bay
where the water tends to be warmer, could get
up to 30 degrees and the sandy bottom gives
the sea that magical turquoise colour. It´s also
a really good spot for snorkelling where you can
see a variety of fish or swim in this transparent
water.
This summer BOOK EARLY and GO WITH
THE BEST ! Due to new government
regulations seating is now limited on our speed
boat and would like to inform all our past and
future customers to pre-book our trips to avoid
disappointment by turning up and not having a
place on board.

Capri Speed Boat

Summer is not over yet, so there’s still plenty of
warm days ahead of us. Why not cool off with a
wonderful speed boat trip, swim and a dive into
the crystal clear waters of the magical Blue
Lagoon. Wishing all of our wonderful friends
and previous guests a happy summer holiday
from Sea Safari of Blue Lagoon Tours. Make
the most of these wonderful summer days,
book on of our magical speed boat trips to the
Blue Lagoon and hop on board for a journey of
a lifetime !
Check out our website for our Land Safari
Tours in 4x4 Jeeps.

Blue Lagoons Clear Waters
This tour will have a maximum of 8 travellers and a
safari tour cost of €45.00 per person.

BOOKING CONTACTS:
Telephone: 00357 99433971
Website:
www.safari-tours-paphos.com

